In this paper, preliminary results from an image-to-physical space registration platform are presented. The current platform employs traditional and novel methods of registration which use a variety of data sources to include: traditional synthetic skin-fiducial point-based registration, surface registration based on facial contours, brain feature point-based registration, brain vessel-to-vessel registration, and a more comprehensive cortical surface registration method that utilizes both geometric and intensity information from both the image volume and physical patient. The intraoperative face and cortical surfaces were digitized using a laser range scanner (LRS) capable of producing highly resolved textured point clouds. In two in vivo cases, a series of registrations were performed using these techniques and compared within the context of a true target error. One of the advantages of using a textured point cloud data stream is that true targets among the physical cortical surface and the preoperative image volume can be identified and used to assess image-to-physical registration methods. The results suggest that iterative closest point (ICP) method for intraoperative face surface registration is equivalent to point-based registration (PBR) method of skin fiducial markers. With regard to the initial image and physical space registration, for patient 1, mean target registration error (TRE) were 3.1±0.4 mm and 3.6 ±0.9 mm for face ICP and skin fiducial PBR, respectively. For patient 2, the mean TRE were 5.7 ±1.3 mm, and 6.6 ±0.9 mm for face ICP and skin fiducial PBR, respectively. With regard to intraoperative cortical surface registration, SurfaceMI outperformed feature based PBR and vessel ICP with 1.7±1.8 mm for patient 1. For patient 2, the best result was achieved by using vessel ICP with 1.9±0.5 mm.
INTRODUCTION
Image-guided neurosurgical systems (IGS) provides the necessary localization for surgically resecting target tissue while minimizing damage to adjacent structures. The localization by IGS is implemented through accurate alignment of the preoperatively acquired diagnostic image volume to a coordinate system that is specific to the intraoperative patient's neuroanatomy. It is a registration process that requires two major datasets: 1) preoperative 3D high resolution MRI or CT, and 2) intraoperative data in physical patient space. In order to establish correspondence between the patients preoperative MRI data and the physical patient, i.e. image-topatient alignment, the most common approach used is synthetic skin (or bone) fiducial markers that are attached on the surface of patient's head. 1 These markers can be both visualized in the preoperative MR image volume and localized in physical space by stylus intraoperatively. Once digitized, a mathematical transformation is generated which is based on the minimization of the squared distance error between the corresponding points in both MR image and the physical patient's space. This process is often called point based registration (PBR). Once the registration has been provided, all preoperative planning and acquired data relevant to the patient's neuroanatomy can be displayed to the neurosurgeon intraoperatively and used for assistance in guidance and treatment. This process has become routine within medical centers across the country.
In previous studies, 234 we demonstrated that clinical deployment of a laser range scanner (LRS) is capable of generating textured surfaces of the surgical field-of-view. In addition, intraoperative data from the LRS was registered to the corresponding preoperative MRI data and were quantified by reporting fiducial registration error 1 and a relatively novel feature registration error. 4 While these results were encouraging, the lack of a true target registration error to assess the registration fidelity does make the results a relative measure. Determination of corresponding feature points is a challenging task since features varies from case to case and are not obvious to distinguish. Moreover, the available target candidates during surgery usually occupy a very small portion of the brain volume/surface and can be very difficult to discern corresponding points.
In this work, two important aspects to our registration platform are addressed. The first is to provide a more robust and automated way to provide the initial registration between image-to-physical space. One approach is to rely on the tracking of skin fiducial synthetic markers. While used often, this approach can be confounded by soft-tissue deformation. Another approach is to use the LRS of the patient's face as a means to register to the corresponding surface in the MR image volume. While still subject to skin deformation, the wealth of points used in this registration approach does allow for a more stable registration that can filter some of these effects. In this paper, face-based registrations were performed using frontal, orbital, and upper nasal regions. In accordance with our platform framework, registration is then further refined using novel approaches that register the patient's cortical surface to corresponding MR surface, i.e. an organ-based registration approach. The second aspect to our registration platform that is important is the ability to generate true target registration error. One of the most difficult aspects of image-to-physical registration within the operating room (OR) environment is the inability to evaluate true target registration error. This is because targets identified in the preoperative MR cannot be usually found in their intraoperative state. However, the textured point clouds provided by our LRS data coupled with our textured point cloud process for segmented Gadolinium enhanced MR brain data have provided cortical vessel bifurcations that represent true targets, i.e. these bifurcations can be found in both MR and intraoperative states. While there are compounding sources of error within this metric (e.g. segmentation, tracking, and image processing), the possibility of using these points to evaluate registration methods is quite exciting.
Two in vivo patient cases were studied to demonstrate the accuracy of initial face based registration, skin fiducial point based registration and further cortical surface registration. Both visual inspection and quantitative mean target registration error (TRE) are provided to evaluate the registration performance. From observation of the data, there is a distinct change in the shape of the brain surface between that of the extracted surface from the segmented brain to that of the intraoperative LRS state (especially for patient 2). The presence of significant deformation immediately upon dura opening is an important aspect to performing image-guided neurosurgery and is consistent with others' experiences 5 . 6 One advantage of the platform is that the registration is organ-based which we hypothesize will be more accurate than that performed using rigid cranial constraints.
METHODS

Laser Range Scanning System
A commercially available LRS system (RealScan3D USB, 3D Digital Corp, Bethel, CT, USA)( Fig.1(a) ) is used in this paper for intraoperative data acquisition. The LRS device is capable of generating point cloud with a resolution of 0.175mm at a distance of 30 cm and 0.375mm at the distance of 65cm. The maximum of the scanning field consists of 500 horizontal by 1000 vertical points per scan. The number of scanned lines and the number of points per line can be adjusted manually. Cannon Optix 400 color camera is used for capturing texture information with multi-resolution, from 640 by 480 up to 2592 by 1944 pixels. The high resolution texture image integrated with high resolution scanning 3D point cloud provides us more detailed texture information of the intraoperative cortical surface. It is our experience with this particular LRS system that the device needs to be positioned between 25 to 40 cm from the face and cortical surface for acceptable data. A detailed description of the LRS data and its scanning characteristics can be found in 2 . 7 In order to obtain acceptable data with the varying orientations of face and cortical surface in the OR, two types of stands were used to mount the LRS scanner. For the intraoperative clinical face scan, LRS was mounted on a vibration-damped monopod that is able to be brought into and out of the surgical face field-of-view (FOV) manually. For the clinical cortical surface scan, LRS was mounted on a separate arm attached to a stand which could be rolled in and out of surgical FOV. The arm is easily adjusted and allowed for the LRS scanner to be positioned normally to the brain surface ( Fig.1(e) ).
To setup the relationship among the tracked skin markers, face surface and the cortical surface, the LRS scanner was modified by attachment of twelve infra-red light emitting diode (IRED) markers ( Fig.1(a) ). The markers were tracked by the Optotrak Certus system (NDI, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)( Fig.1(b) ). A detailed look at the registration process for relating the LRS-space and physical-space can be found in. 7 Having established a method to register the LRS-space to physical-space, all the point clouds in the LRS-space were transformed into the same reference physical space, including the positions of the skin markers. For the absolute position measurement of the skin markers, a pen probe (PTI, Nashville, TN)( Fig.1(c) ) was tracked by the optical tracking system. Standard software tool (NDI 6D Architect) is used to calibrate the offset of the tip of the pen probe. A customized cart ( Fig.1(d) ) was used to carry the host computer and the control box of the Optotrack Certus system as well as two display screens. The whole LRS tracking system is flexible and easy to be controlled in the OR.
Preoperative image acquisition
The preoperative tomogram we used is the MR volume head image acquired preoperatively from patient who subsequently underwent craniotomy for the resection of tumor. The MR images were acquired using a 1.5T MRI GE systems (Milwaukee, WI) the day before surgery with integration of 1.5mm thin axial, gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted images. Each image volume contains 180 transverse slices with 256 × 256 pixels per slice. The voxel dimensions are approximately 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.2 mm. Approximately 10 synthetic skin fiducials were attached to the patient's head before the MR scan and used for traditional PBR for the operating room commercial image-guides surgery system, Stealth Station(Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN).
Intraoperative LRS dataset acquisition
Intraoperatively, after anesthetic induction, the patient was positioned on the operating room table, and the head was fixed in a Mayfield three-pin head holder (Ohio Medical, Cincinatti, OH). The frameless stereotactic system was calibrated, and the physical space markers were first localized by the clinical stylus for the Stealth station. Then the skin fiducial markers were localized by the stylus of our LRS tracking system with the help of neurosurgeon.
Face surface data acquisition
After the physical skin markers were localized, tracked LRS was brought into the patient's face FOV to acquire range data of the face surface. A high resolution point cloud as well as a low resolution digital image were obtained for face data collection. In both cases, the orientation of the LRS surface-of-interest varied considerably among the face and cortical surface. As a result, it was necessary to attach the LRS unit to a separate movable arm as shown in Fig.1 (e) to achieve acceptable scans.
Cortical surface range data acquisition
Soon after dura was open but before performing surgical resection of the tumor, the tracked LRS was brought into the surgical FOV using the separate movable arm under the surgeon's supervision. Immediately before range data acquisition, a high resolution digital image of the surgical FOV was acquired by the LRS for the texturing process. Once completed, range points were acquired for the whole surgical opening. After the scan the LRS was withdrawn and the surgery proceeded. The entire process of one scan, including positioning LRS, adjusting the laser rang from the scanner, and collecting data, took less than five minutes with the majority of time associated with setting up the unit itself.
With respect to each surface acquisition, the scanner reports five dimensional data representing the geometry and intensity pattern of the face and cortical surface. The first three dimensions are the (x,y,z) cartesian coordinates of the locations of surface points in LRS-space, and the remain two dimensions (u,v) are the texturemap coordinates dedicate for mapping intensity information in the digital image to the range data. The work in this paper takes full advantage of the geometry and intensity information to develop correspondence between the preoperative MRI and intraoperative LRS datasets. Each geometric point in the range data is encoded with a corresponding color information through the corresponding texture coordinate from the digital image of the face and cortical surface by using standard computer graphic techniques of texture mapping.
LRS surface registration to preoperative images
After the intraoperative dataset were obtained, rigid-body registration was performed to align the point cloud in LRS space to physical patient space. 3 Based on the LRS surface data in physical space, image-to-physical space registration was performed.
Skin marker based registration
The skin markers in patient space were localized by a stylus that was tracked by the Optotrak Certus system. The centroid of each skin marker in MR image space was localized by using Analyze AVW(Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). The transformation that aligns the tracked marker points in physical space with corresponding centroids in MR image space was calculated using a traditional PBR. Not all the skin markers were tracked and localized in OR since some of the markers were difficult to digitize, or had fallen off the patient. Another important aspect to skin-marker based registration is whether to use all skin fiducials or to selectively reduce the number in favor of better fiducial registration error. It is clear that skin markers deform with scalp and to varying degrees. As a result, a leave-one-out approach was adopted to select the number of skin fiducials to use in PBR. In this approach, the fiducial that was closest to the anticipated craniotomy was chosen as a target. All combinations of remaining fiducials were used in a series of PBRs. The combination of fiducials that produced the smallest TRE for the novel target was used, including the novel target, in the final PBR for assessment.
LRS face based registration
A face-based registration method has been employed which begins with the segmentation of the face surface of interest under the guidance of texture-encoded point clouds. In this preliminary study, the facial structures extracted were the forehead, orbital and nasal regions. These regions were selected due to their relatively routine availability and were also thought to have sufficient curvature information to allow for a good surface registration. The extracted point clouds were fit to a surface using a radius base function (RBF) approach (FarField Technology, Christchurch, New Zealand) to improve the quality of the surface. With respect to the MR data, the entire surface of the head was extracted and fitted in the same process.
After generating the corresponding preoperative and intraoperative datasets, the face-based registration process starts from an initial guess based on aligning natural landmarks using a traditional point-based registration. The landmarks were facial features such as the lateral canthi and the tip of the nose. Once initialized, the surfaces are registered using the iterative closest point algorithm. 8
Intraoperative LRS cortical surface registration to preoperative images
With respect to the cortical surface registration, standard point based and surface based rigid-body registration methodologies have been used, as well as intensity based surface method. One distinction between registration approaches employed in this study and our pervious study is that in this study, the intraoperative cortical surface registration was based on the initial alignment using face surface and skin markers. The other distinction is that target points were determined on both LRS and MRI cortical surface to evaluate the registration performance. Generally, the brain surface deforms upon craniotomy and dura opening, i.e. the brain surface may sag, shrink or even swell to a degree according to patient-specific conditions involving the amount of cerebrospinal fluid drainage, pharmacological concerns, and potentially elevated intracranial pressures due to tumor-growth processes, respectively. The deformation may be able to be predicted but cannot currently be accounted for with traditional extracranial registration methods. In recognition of this limitation, we hypothesize that refining extracranial methods with a cortical surface registration should improve spatial alignment of the patient for performing image-guided interventions.
To accomplish this, the MR brain is segmented using an automatic atlas-based segmentation method. 9 From this segmented volume, a point cloud representation of the brain surface geometry is extracted by a marching cubes approach. From this marching cube surface, the RBF surface fit is performed and a surface-normal-based ray-casting algorithm 10 combined with the voxel intensity averaging is employed to grayscale encode the point cloud. In addition, the patient's cortical LRS point cloud is fitted to an RBF surface and texture encoded with the images acquired of the surgical field-of-view. It should be noted that the MR image volume used is gadolinium-enhanced. This provides contrasting vessel patterns on our MR textured surface as well as sulcal and gyri patterns which can be used for assisting registration. These feature patterns are important for the determination of target points (see below) as well as our novel geometric/intensity-based registration method (SurfaceMI 3 ).
After the textured intraoperative LRS and preoperative MR brain surface were obtained, feature points (targets) were determined and vessel structure was extracted. Then feature PBR, vessel ICP and SurfaceMI were used to align the image and physical space. The last two registration methods were performed with initial guess based on face and skin markers based registration. The first method, feature PBR, acted as an initial alignment employed by our previous studies and it is similar to the method described by Nakajima et al 11 for organ-based registration. The advantage of this initial registration method is it does not require an initial extracranial-based alignment technique. However, the ability to find the corresponding feature points on both intraoperative LRS textured surface and the preoperative MRI surface without any initial alignment is very challenging. Interestingly, the LRS-to-MR cortical surface initial alignment using skin fiducials or face-based registration significantly facilitated the ability to perform feature PBR. More specifically, the overlays between MR and LRS data provided by the initial registrations allowed for very subtle features to be recognized more easily.
Target Points
In addition to visual assessment, in this study, quantitative evaluation employing target registration error (TRE) was also reported. The ability to find a true target does set this work apart from most image-to-patient registration work. TRE is a very important metric in evaluating image-to-patient registration performance but yet is very difficult to obtain. In this study, several corresponding feature points on LRS cortical surface and the preoperative MR brain surface were able to be identified. While somewhat intuitive, there are considerable challenges in achieving these targets. Textured LRS surfaces are feature-rich and depending on the brain location can be so extensive that recognition of a particular feature based on observations from the MR textured surface can be difficult. Similarly, the MR texturing process can be quite dramatic with respect to gyri patterns but can be very subtle with respect to surface vasculature visibility (even with Gadolinium). The need for a robust brain segmentation technique is critical in this endeavor. If erosion processes are utilized, it is quite easy to inadvertently segment out vascular information in favor of better geometric features. While it must be recognized that segmentation of the volume can easily affect our methods, equally important are tracking errors, and the accuracy of textured LRS systems (consisting of point-cloud, and texture mapping accuracy). One aspect to this work is to understand the contribution such targets can make to assessing the fidelity of image-guided surgical systems.
LRS Calibration
The LRS has two types of calibration: internal calibration such as color calibration and the point cloud distortion correction, and external calibration such as camera position and its orientation. In this study, twelve infrared markers attached to three surfaces of the scanner were used to obtain the external calibration, as illustrated in. 7 The camera position and orientation were recorded during the collection procedure in the OR using a calibration transform.
Previously, color calibration, which is a mapping of the 2D texture information captured by digital camera to 3D point cloud scanned by the laser scanner, was implemented in 3DDigital company before it was shipped. In order to further improve the color calibration accuracy, we re-calibrated it with a calibration panel. The panel was set in front of LRS perpendicular to the optical axis of the digital camera. Both point cloud and texture information was recorded in two different depths. According to our application in OR, the calibration depth was approximately 20 cm (near position) and 40 cm (far position) respectively. With the obtained disc centers in 2D digital image and 3D point cloud at both near and far positions, the calibration parameters were calculated by using the provided calibration program. As a method to test the color calibration accuracy, a phantom with nine discs was scanned by LRS and the center of each disc in 3D space was calculated and transformed into the 2D digital image space using direct linear transformation (DLT) algorithm. 12 The disc centers in 2D digital image were also calculated and compared with the corresponding points that came from 3D space.
The optical system in front of the digital camera allows observation over a wide field of view, but as a result can introduce geometric distortion associated with the lens. With this scanner, significant geometric distortions were observed as the depth was increased or decreased away from the calibration distance. Here, for the geometric distortion correction, we choose to do it in 3D space directly instead of the traditional method in 2D space. 13 To achieve better accuracy, the geometric distortion field was manually mapped. More specifically, a phantom containing numerous small disks was moved throughout the working range volume (20-40cm) with LRS data being acquired at each position as well as an independent tracking of the disks using the pen-probe from Fig.1 . The grid of points in physical space were transformed into the LRS space and the distortion field was calculated based on the corresponding points in these two grids. This would allow for the 3D space distortion to be determined anywhere within the field and subsequently correct LRS point positions using an interpolated correction.
EXPERIMENTS
Preliminary experience with skin marker, face based registration, and cortical surface registration were conducted for two human patient cases. For these two cases, the optically tracked LRS system was brought into OR. Both laser range scanner and a stylus were present and tracked in a common reference space. Immediately following the skin markers recording by the stylus, the LRS was brought into position and the face scan was taken. After the face scan, the LRS was moved back and the surgeon began the craniotomy. Upon dural opening, the tracked LRS was brought into position again and a scan of the cortical surface was taken. The data was then post-processed to compare all the registration methods.
RESULTS
We evaluated our registration methods on two patient cases. The first patient is a 22-year-old female with left frontal tumor. She was clinically positioned supine with head significantly turned from the neutral position. With the head in this position, the quality of the face scan with respect to facial features was satisfactory. In addition, the tracked stylus was used to record seven fiducials. The main facial features in the point cloud were segmented, fitted with a surface using RBF methods, and then registered with the corresponding MR facial surface (processed with RBF methods) using the ICP method. PBR using the synthetic skin fiducials was also performed. The same procedure was conducted for patient 2, who is a fifty-two year old man with left frontal tumor. For this case, eight skin markers were localized in OR. Table 1 illustrates the FRE for skin-marker PBR using decreasing numbers of fiducials and agrees with the known understanding of FRE behavior. Table 2 illustrates the results from the leave-one-out novel target method of skin fiducial selection. As might be expected, all fiducials were used in the point-based skin-fiducial registration. To visualize the results, both transformations were applied to the LRS data overlaid on the patient 1's MR facial surface. Fig.2(a,b) illustrates the results from the ICP and PBR, respectively. Similarly, the LRS of the cortical surface was overlaid onto the segmented MR brain surface using the same two transformations. Fig.2(c,d) illustrates the results from the ICP, and PBR, respectively.
Using these initial image-to-physical space registrations to guide, six targets on patient 1 were picked on both LRS cortical surface and MRI brain surface. Fig.3 is an example of these targets which were subsequently used to compare the results from the face-based ICP and the traditional skin-marker PBR. Seven targets were identified for patient 2. In addition, a series of cortical surface registration methods were used to refine the initial registration. The first method employed the targets as fiducials and a second PBR was performed which was designated as feature PBR. The second cortical surface method used vessel contours to perform ICP; and the third method was SurfaceMI. 3 Fig.4(a,b,c) shows the results for each of these three cortical surface registration methods for patient 1, respectively. In addition to visualization, we analyzed the registration results by reporting RMS target registration error (TRE). The term target here refers to the homologous points identified on LRS and preoperative MR grayscale encoded surfaces. It does represent points that are in relative close proximity to the focus of the resection, i.e. tumor. Unfortunately, cortical surface methods used the targets for registration in one method (feature PBR), and are in relatively close proximity to geometric/intensity features in the other two methods (vessel ICP, and SurfaceMI). A leave-one-out approach was used to calculate TRE for feature PBR. In addition, RMS FRE was calculated for both feature PBR and skin fiducial PBR. In the interest of brevity, only the numerical analysis of TRE and FRE is presented for patient 2. Tables 3 and 4 tabulate the results from the two cases, respectively. It should be noted that a relatively big brain surface deformation was observed for the second patient which was estimated to be approximately 6 mm recorded based on both skin-marker based registration and face-based registration. In previous work, it has been noted that when sufficient pattern is not present, SurfaceMI can become confounded by similar textures. As can be seen in Table 4 , this was the case whereby SurfaceMI resulted in a target registration error of 4.1±1.3 mm error. The best cortical surface registration in this case was obtained by using vessel ICP, with 1.9±0.5 mm.
Method
Mean 
DISCUSSION
The independent LRS tracking system integrated the opto-tracked skin markers and the unique data provided by laser-range scanner into the same physical space. Fig.1 illustrates the compact components of the LRS system and its minimal impact that the LRS system has to the OR environment. The system was rolled into OR just before the patient's head was fixed. The whole system was able to be setup and ready for data collection within five to ten minutes. Three rigid objects were tracked by the optical tracking system, i.e. a reference emitter, a stylus, and the LRS. The reference emitter was fixed and connected with the patient's head, therefore no matter how much the patient's head moves or rotates, the relative position and orientation between the patient's head and the reference emitter is fixed. Both the stylus and the LRS spaces were transformed into the same reference emitter space. As a result, the skin markers picked by the stylus and the patient's face obtained from LRS were in the same space, as well as the intra-operative cortical surface from LRS.
Incorporation of the textured LRS dataset to pre-existing MR tomograms was achieved by using five registration methods: skin markers PBR, face ICP, target PBR, vessel ICP, and SurfaceMI. The skin marker PBR and face ICP acted as the initial alignment technique for image-to-physical space and are representative of current surgical practice for image-guided surgery. In this data as well as in results not reported here, the presence of brain shift upon opening the dura can often happen and is reflected in the second case reported here. To refine and potentially improve alignments, three cortical surface alignment techniques have been utilized in this work. While there are undoubtedly processes within tracking, segmentation, and user operation that incur error, the identification of true targets between MR and tracked LRS may allow for a better understanding of image-tophysical registration methods. The presented results demonstrate a compelling need to understand the fidelity of guidance systems under realistic surgical conditions. This work presents a series of comparisons that begins to quantify the nature of surgical precision within image-guided surgery and what potential steps (e.g. organ-based registration) that can be performed to enhance accuracy.
The results from this preliminary two patient study suggest some important findings. The first finding is that face-based registration appears to be similar in alignment accuracy to that of skin-based PBR. While this cannot be stated to statistical significance at this time, it is encouraging that the TRE was similar between face-based and skin-marker registrations. This is important in that, potentially, LRS systems could be used to provide initial registrations and the problems associated with skin markers could be overcome (i.e. falling off, or soft-tissue movement). A second finding is that brain shift upon dura opening can be significant. The comparison of targets does allow this to be recognized and perhaps used in a correction approach. The third important finding is that registering the cortical surface does improve surface correspondence significantly. This would undoubtedly lead to better targeting for superficial tumors. The potential for deep lying tumors is yet unknown and awaits further study.
With this last point, it is interesting to reexamine this assertion within the context of the results from Tables  1 and 2 and with the understanding of how image-guided surgery is performed. When observing Table 1 , the decreasing FRE associated with removing fiducials produces a compelling desire to use a limited number of skin markers to achieve registration. The results form Table 2 demonstrate the danger in doing so whereby a 1.5 ± 0.8 mm FRE for patient 2 using 4 markers produces a TRE in our target-assessment method of almost 40 mm. With this realization, it is important to temper the results associated with cortical surface methods. Similar to the 4-point PBR result, registering from the cortical surface does represent a very limited region of fiducial alignment. It is probable that alignment of deep targets using only the cortical surface may be quite good for superficial targets but at depth may prove to be detrimental. A better solution may be to use information from the rigid extracranial registration to constrain the refinement of the cortical surface registration. In any case, using the multiple forms of information on the cortical surface as provide by LRS (e.g. feature points, vessel contours, or the surface intensity of the FOV) within registration frameworks may provide improved alignments and needs to be studied further.
There are several sources of error within this analysis. These include: (1) the tracking of the stylus and LRS unit, (2) the segmentation of the face and brain MR surfaces, (3) the fitting of surfaces, (4) the fiducial/target localization error, and (5) the LRS range acquisition and texture mapping process. It would be very difficult to isolate these sources of error and to understand the compounding effects. However, many of these errors are present in all IGS systems and the linking between system error and therapy delivery remains to be very challenging. The registration platform we have developed (Fig.1 ) allows the collection of many sources data which when compared under similar conditions may begin to provide new information regarding image-to-physical space alignment.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, results from a new image-to-physical space registration platform are presented. The platform allows for data collection for traditional synthetic skin-marker registration, a relatively novel LRS-based face registration, and three modes of cortical surface registration. The use of a textured point clouds, combined with an MR texturing process allows for the identification of novel targets. This provides a means to compare methods of image-to-physical alignment using true targets. This work has been largely motivated by the hypothesis that an organ-based registration, i.e. cortical surface method, may be important for improving the fidelity of IGS. In the literature as well as reported here, the existence of brain shift immediately upon dural opening appears to be somewhat commonplace. The results here demonstrate that the surface shift can be largely corrected using the organ-based registration. The impact on deep subsurface targets awaits further study. This paper also indicates that face-based registration may be equivalent to traditional skin-fiducial PBR. The credence of this work can only be improved by similar analysis with more cases which is currently underway. In the future, we will explore the combination of facial feature and skin fiducial markers to provide relatively high accuracy for the initial guidance of image-to-physical space registration. In addition, we will investigate model based methods to register the intra-operative LRS cortical surface and pre-MRI brain surface to capture the intraoperative brain deformation more accurately.
